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About This Game

In a fairy-tale kingdom evil forces are attacking citizens. The monsters appear suddenly and nobody
knows from where they are and who leads them. The best knights of the kingdom fell in this war.

Castles are destroyed, and people survive as they can. The hope of a successful outcome has been lost,
but one girl suddenly appears and she is able to change the course of events.

************************************************************
Different quests.

Different skills.

Various types of monsters with extraordinary spells.

Different levels and bosses.

Stores of various things.

Beautiful music and 3D graphics.

Advanced minimap.

Complex system damage.
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A large number of special effects.

Big amount of scrolls, potions, armor and weapons.

******************************************************************
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Title: The Sorceress
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Karabas_Studio
Publisher:
Karabas_Studio
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsXP

Processor: Intel Pentium 533Mhz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800GT

DirectX: Version 5.2

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: integrated sound card

Additional Notes: Wine / CrossOver compatible on Mac OS X or Linux with appropriate OpenGL driver

English
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Run the program, just wait 5 minutes and then get mad from crashes, I do really love the program, Kappa. EDIT 5 Jan 2018

Since my first review, the game's technical aspects have been fixed and the price has been lowered permanently-- I can now give
this a positive review, as the pros now outweigh the cons ^^

-----
I wish Steam had a 'mehh' button, because while I do like this game, I don't think the current build is worth the price.

Pros
-Cute non-anime sprite art
-Engaging story
-A writing style unlike other VNs that feels like a fresh breeze in the genre
-Well written characters, not bound to some copy/pasta trope.

Cons
- I found a Renpy placeholder sprite, and a bug in one of the routes I played.
- Not a fan of the art-filtered photos as backgrounds. For its price, I was hoping for self-drawn backgrounds.
- Not enough CGs per route. I think there are 2 per route, unless I'm missing some, but I don't think so.
- Continuity errors

Conclusion: with the current build (19 Feb 2017), I cannot recommend this game at full price. I bought it on sale, so it's fine..
Recommended for the beautiful sad music <3. A suprisingly good rts. can get tricky controlling units personally rather than by
clicking orders.. a good game for the office
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Honestly, it's dead. But if you can find a discord\/group for the game on here, you can definitely find some very nice people to
play with. The story is pretty good, but only lasted me a night before I played it completely though.. More Update please.... The
Good:
- Gameplay: The ability to speed up and slow down both the ball and your paddle individually adds a unique twist to the
gameplay. The ball physics seem pretty good.
- Variety: There are power ups and you can hold two at a time. There is pretty good level/enemy variety.
- Genre/Theme: There really aren't too many games quite like this. There is an old sega genesis game called Devilish that this
reminds me of in the sense that it's a break-out style game with a horror theme.

The Bad:
- Art: The in-game art is good, but the cutscene art could really use some polishing.
- Writing: The writing is also pretty bad as some other reviews have noted. Often better to skip through...

All together a decent game especially considering it was made by one guy.. Refunded this game as it has significant
performance issues, boring gameplay, unclear intructions, and missing features as compared to the video and screenshots.

The graphics are very simple, but still, in just about any area, there is significant judder and loss of framerate.

The games are not very fun, and some can make you sick. One such game is beer pong, where you play beer pong. The problem
is, every few balls, you have to drink a beer and it blurs your vision and makes the player view loll about uncontrollably. I have
extremely strong VR legs and this made me feel ill.

Getting started is difficult as there are only a few instructions which are written in broken english and don't give very good
directions at all.

Finally, and worst of all, many features shown in the video and screen shots are not in the game, particularly the ropeway to the
skull door, which is one of the biggest teases that influenced me to purchase the game. This is definitely not cool, and is a good
example of false advertising. If you don't have it in the game, don't feature it.

I do not recommend this game for purchase, there's simply not enough there.. I wanna see more themed DLC for Slayaway
Camp!!!

Keep up the great work!. very cool would buy again. A great game and artwork, the engine is later used in The Secret Files 3,
but its a great story and fun game if you give it a chance.. Amazing.

If you like dark animations, this is one to see. It altered my mood making me feel very depressed during some scenes.

Divine work of art.
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